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During lecture II. During lecture II. ……
1) Tuneable interaction strength in

two-component Fermi mixtures

BEC BCS

2)   BEC-BCS crossover



III. Polarised Fermi gases



Balanced populationsBalanced populations

BEC BCS



Population imbalancePopulation imbalance

  Control over the atom number in different spin species

Can superfluidity persist in presence of
a population imbalance?

BEC BCS



The many-body version of The many-body version of Gunnar Gunnar dilemmadilemma



Why interesting?Why interesting?

 Magnetised superconductors 
   (Zeeman)

 Quantum Chromodynamics
   (and neutron stars)

 Electron-hole bilayers
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BEC-BCS crossover in electron-hole systems!BEC-BCS crossover in electron-hole systems!
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[L.V. Keldysh & Yu V. Kopaev, Sov. Phys. Solid State 6, 2219 (1965)]

BEC of excitons! exciton insulator



The model for polarised Fermi gasesThe model for polarised Fermi gases

  Allow for different densities of atoms in the two spin states

  Averaged chemical potential & ‘Zeeman’ term
    (total density & population imbalance [or ‘magnetisation’])



Mean-field & ground stateMean-field & ground state

…i.e., same ground state

but different way to fill the states up!

  No change in the symmetry of the Hamiltonian!



Remember spectrum of excitations when Remember spectrum of excitations when h=0h=0



Mean-field & ground stateMean-field & ground state

  We can expect the BCS
superfluid phase to be very fragile!

  E.g., on the BCS side…

…one start depleting  paired
states when

  On the BEC side

    requires much higher h (much more robust superfluid phase to
    imbalance!)



Why is h called Why is h called Zeeman Zeeman term?term?
  Mean-field Hamiltonian



Analogy with magnetised superconductorsAnalogy with magnetised superconductors
  A population imbalance like a
    Zeeman term in a superconductor
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  Neglect the orbital effect?

SCB



T=0 magnetised superconductors (BCS side)T=0 magnetised superconductors (BCS side)
  Gap equation (problem 4)

  Two branches:
BCS
h<Δ

Sarma
h>Δ

Which solution shall we choose when h/ΔBCS>0.5?



11stst order phase transition order phase transition
  Free energy

Sarma
solution



Zero temperature phase diagramZero temperature phase diagram
[G. Sarma, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 24 1029 (1963)]
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Finite temperature phase diagramFinite temperature phase diagram
[G. Sarma, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 24 1029 (1963)]
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What this implies for the polarised Fermi gas?What this implies for the polarised Fermi gas?



11stst order phase transition order phase transition

(oil&water)

phase
separation

in density space!

N SF



Phase diagram in density spacePhase diagram in density space
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Analogy with Analogy with 33He-He-44He mixturesHe mixtures

  But 3He-4He is a Bose-Fermi mixture!
    … and the polarised Fermi gas is a Bose-Fermi mixture on the
    BEC side of the resonance

Expect the same structure on the BEC side?



Phase diagram across the resonancePhase diagram across the resonance
[M. Parish, F.M. Marchetti et al., Nature Physics 3, 124 (2007)]



Trapped Fermi GasesTrapped Fermi Gases

 LDA

r
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decreases



Phase Diagram for Trapped GasesPhase Diagram for Trapped Gases
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[M. Parish, F.M. Marchetti et al., Nature Physics 3, 124 (2007)]



Experiments on Imbalanced Fermi CloudsExperiments on Imbalanced Fermi Clouds

r

SF NN

 In-situ imaging of phase
   separation (3D density
   distribution                 )

[Y. Shin et al., PRL 97, 030401 (2006)]



Experiments on Imbalanced Fermi CloudsExperiments on Imbalanced Fermi Clouds

 Sharp phase boundary at
   low temperatures (1st order
   transition)

T < 0.05 TF
m/n = 0.35

[G. B. Partridge et al., PRL 97, 190407 (2006)]



Temperature Dependence of Phase SeparationTemperature Dependence of Phase Separation
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[G. B. Partridge et al., PRL 97, 190407 (2006)]
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[M. Parish, F.M. Marchetti et al., Nature Physics 3, 124 (2007)]



Phase separation: spinodal decomposition?Phase separation: spinodal decomposition?

… from Mike Evans lectures!
Temperature quenches in, e.g.,
polymers in solutions,
homogenised colloids, …

…and also many examples in solid state

[Courtesy of Nigel Clarke,
Polymer IRC]



metastable metastableunstable

PS PS

Spinodal RegionSpinodal Region



Dynamics of Phase SeparationDynamics of Phase Separation

[A. Lamacraft & F.M. Marchetti, cond-mat/0701692]

  Spinodal: phase separation starts via a linear instability


